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Heart Attack - Symptoms - Prevention - British Heart ... A heart attack happens when there is a sudden loss of blood flow to a part of your heart muscle. Most heart
attacks are caused by coronary heart disease. A heart attack is life-threatening. If you think you or anyone else is having a heart attack, call 999 for an ambulance
immediately. Heart - Wikipedia The heart is a muscular organ in humans and other animals, which pumps blood through the blood vessels of the circulatory system.
Blood provides the body with oxygen and nutrients, as well as assists in the removal of metabolic wastes. heart chamber - WebMD The heart is a muscular organ
about the size of a fist, located just behind and slightly left of the breastbone. The heart pumps blood through the network of arteries and veins called the
cardiovascular system. The heart has four chambers: The right atrium receives blood from the veins and pumps it to the right ventricle.

Heart (symbol) - Wikipedia The heart shape is an ideograph used to express the idea of the "heart" in its metaphorical or symbolic sense as the center of emotion,
including affection and love, especially romantic love. The "wounded heart" indicating lovesickness came to be depicted as a heart symbol pierced with an arrow, or
heart symbol "broken" in two or more pieces. Heart attack - NHS In hospital, treatment for a heart attack depends on how serious it is. The two main treatments are:
using medication to dissolve blood clots ; surgery to help restore blood to the heart ; Read about treating heart attacks. Causes of a heart attack. Coronary heart
disease (CHD) is the leading cause of heart attacks. How to Type a Heart Symbol in Windows - wikiHow How to Type a Heart Symbol in Windows. This wikiHow
teaches you how to type a heart (â™¥) symbol in Windows applications. Click on the location where you want to.

How your heart works â€“ Heart and circulatory system ... Find out how a healthy heart works and its role pumping blood around your body. Watch our short
animated guide to your heart. Heart attack - Symptoms - NHS Read about symptoms of a heart attacks, including chest pain, shortness of breath, feeling and being
sick, and anxiety. Your Heart & Circulatory System - Kids Health Heart Your heart is a hard-working muscle. Find out more in this article for kids.

Heart Radio - turn up the feel good! Listen to Heart radio & get the latest celebrity photos, showbiz stories, soap spoilers, competitions & local news.
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